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These devices have been used as a foundation for several photonic
network architectures [8]-[11].
A few prior works emphasize the importance of network resource
contention in photonic channels and proposed arbitration techniques
to resolve contention [8], [10]. However, a limitation of these
approaches is that they do not fully exploit available network
bandwidth. Another limitation is that these approaches typically
only target single parallel application workloads. In emerging
multicore systems where multiple applications execute
simultaneously on unique subsets of cores, there is significantly
greater variation in temporal and spatial characteristics of network
injected traffic. For example, cores running memory intensive tasks
can require more network bandwidth than cores running compute
intensive tasks [24].
To overcome these shortcomings, we propose a novel photonic
NoC architecture called UltraNoC that utilizes multiple-writemultiple-read (MWMR) photonic waveguides in a crossbar
topology, and supports dynamic performance adaptation to
aggressively utilize network bandwidth and meet diverse application
demands. We compare UltraNoC against architectures with the bestknown arbitration mechanisms, for multi-threaded PARSEC [16]
workloads on CMP platform sizes ranging from 64-cores to 256cores. The novel contributions of this paper are:

ABSTRACT
On-chip communication is widely considered to be one of the major
performance bottlenecks in contemporary chip multiprocessors
(CMPs). With recent advances in silicon nanophotonics, photonicbased networks-on-chip (NoCs) are being considered as a viable
option for communication in emerging CMPs as they can enable
higher bandwidth and lower power dissipation compared to
traditional electrical NoCs. In this paper, we present UltraNoC, a
novel reconfigurable silicon-photonic NoC architecture that features
improved channel sharing and supports dynamic re-prioritization
and exchange of bandwidth between clusters of cores running
multiple applications, to increase channel utilization and
performance. Experimental results show that UltraNoC improves
throughput by up to 9.8× while reducing latency by up to 55% and
energy-delay product by up to 90% over state-of-the-art solutions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

 A flexible on-chip photonic network architecture (UltraNoC)
that facilitates selective and reconfigurable prioritization of
applications based on their time-varying performance goals;
 A concurrent token stream arbitration that provides multiple
simultaneous tokens and increases channel utilization;
 A dynamic bandwidth transfer technique with low overhead, to
transfer unused bandwidth among clusters of cores;
 A mechanism to monitor traffic being injected into the network
by different co-running applications, to facilitate dynamic
arbitration wavelength injection rate modulation.

Advances in technology scaling over the past decade have
enabled the integration of billions of transistors on a single die. Such
a massive number of transistors has allowed multiple processing
cores and more memory to be integrated on a chip, to meet rapidly
growing performance demands of modern applications. With
hundreds of on-chip cores expected to become a reality in the near
future, traditional electrical network-on-chip (NoC) communication
fabrics [1], [2] are projected to suffer from cripplingly high power
dissipation and severely reduced performance [7]. Crosstalk and
electromagnetic interference in metallic interconnects will further
worsen the performance and reliability of NoCs with technology
scaling.
Recent developments in the area of silicon photonics have
enabled their integration with CMOS circuits. On-chip photonic
links provide several prolific advantages over their metallic
counterparts, including light speed transfers, high bandwidth [3]
density by using dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM)
[3], low power dissipation [4], and low crosstalk [7]. Thus silicon
photonics is being considered as an exciting new option for future
NoCs. Several photonic devices such as microring resonators,
waveguides and photodetectors have already been fabricated and
demonstrated at the chip level [5], [6].

2. RELATED WORK
A considerable amount of work has focused on the area of
photonic NoC design. Several efforts have explored high-radix lowdiameter photonic crossbar architectures that provide non-blocking
connectivity, e.g., [8], [10], [15] and [21]; whereas silicon photonic
implementations of low-radix high-diameter NoCs have also been
investigated in [14], [17], [18], and [20]. Prior work has shown that
photonic crossbars are extremely promising architectures to meet
future on-chip bandwidths demands, but they can suffer from (i)
large power dissipation and (ii) high contention for resources,
especially when using inefficient token-based arbitration schemes. A
few techniques to reduce power overhead of photonic NoCs have
been proposed in literature. For example, an effective policy for
runtime management of the laser source is proposed in [11]. We
build on their work to manage power in photonic crossbar NoCs. To
reduce contention issues in crossbars, a few improved arbitration
techniques have been proposed in [10], [22] that use time division
multiplexing (TDM), so that a single data waveguide can be
simultaneously used by more than one node in different time slots.
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figure 1, where 64 nodes are arrranged in an 8×8 mesh.
Commuunication betweeen cores withinn a node for thhe 256-core
CMP uuses an electricaal 5×5 NoC rouuter, where four of its input
and outtput port pairs are connected to four cores aand the fifth
input/ouutput port pair is connected to a GI module. A round-robin
arbitratiion scheme is uused within eacch node for com
mmunication
betweenn cores and the G
GI.
Inter--node transfers are facilitatedd by dual-coileed MWMR
waveguuide groups, w
where each ggroup has fouur MWMR
waveguuides by defauult, with each waveguide suppporting 64
wavelenngth DWDM, too facilitate simuultaneous transfe
fer of a total
of 512 bbits of data (cacche line) with daata modulation aat both clock
edges. E
Each MWMR w
waveguide groupp in UltraNoC ppasses every
node tw
wice in the dual coiled structuree to enable a twoo pass internode daata communicattion. A node hass the ability to w
write on the
first paass using its ringg modulators annd read from thee waveguide
group uusing its ring dettectors in the seccond pass.
As alll nodes are capaable of modulating (writing) in an MWMR
waveguuide group durring the first ppass, there is a need for
arbitratiion (see Sectioon 3.2 for moree details) betweeen sending
nodes to ensure that the data of ddifferent senderrs does not
destructtively overlap oon the shared waaveguide group. Throughout
this papper this first passs portion of the w
waveguide grouup is referred
to as thhe modulating and arbitrationn waveguide grroup. In the
second pass of the MW
WMR waveguidde group all noodes receive
data thrrough their resppective ring deteectors; hence thiis portion of
the wavveguide group is referred to aas the receivingg waveguide
group. Additionally thhere is a poweer waveguide thhat runs in
parallell with the othher waveguidess, and carries arbitration
wavelenngths. This wavveguide facilitaates our bandwiidth transfer
and prioority adaptation techniques (see Sections 3.3, 3.44).
Figurre 1 depicts an eexpanded view of the collectionn of GIs for
four no des, which show
ws the modulatinng and arbitrationn, receiving,
and pow
wer waveguide groups, along w
with their connecction to GIs.
There aare 64 wavelengtths that are utilizzed for data com
mmunication
in each MWMR wavegguide within each waveguide grooup, so each
ring moodulator and deetector group haas 256 ring moddulators and
256 rinng detectors, resspectively. Eachh of the 64 wavvelengths is
assigneed to a unique recceiving node, suuch that wheneveer a receiver
detects its correspondding wavelengthh during a clocck cycle, it
switchees its detectors ““on” to receive ddata in the next clock cycle.
All otheer receivers keeep their detectorrs turned off to save power.
We alsoo utilize four arrbitration wavellengths, each coorresponding
to a cluuster. For poweering the wavegguides, we use a broadband
off-chipp laser source w
with a laser pow
wer controller (L
LSWC). The
LSWC has groups oof ring modulaators capable oof injecting
differennt wavelengths in different cloock cycles. As we use 68
DWDM
M in each MWM
MR waveguide, tthere are 68 ringg modulators
in eachh ring modulatorr group in the L
LSWC. The laseer controller
also haas control logicc that can alteer the rate of iinjection of
arbitratiion wavelengthss into each wavveguide group. M
More details
about L
LSWC are preseented in the nexxt subsections annd overhead
analysiss is presented inn Section 4.1.

In Flexisharee [10], a token
n stream arbitrration scheme is
pproposed. The sccheme requires wavelengths
w
corrresponding to eaach
ddata waveguide to be injected serially into diffeerent time slots of
aan arbitration waveguide. A node writes on th
he data waveguiide
oonly when it gets access to
o the correspo
onding arbitration
w
wavelength. Subsequently, the node
n
cannot send
d data again till its
aarbitration wavellength is injecteed into the arbittration waveguid
de,
w
which takes N cy
ycles for N data waveguides. Th
he scheme leads to
cchannel under-uttilization, and peerforms even wo
orse as the numb
ber
oof nodes and waveguides
w
inccrease. In [22], the token ring
aarbitration schem
me from Corona [8] was improv
ved with the tok
ken
cchannel and tokeen slot arbitratio
on techniques for
f Multiple-writtessingle-read (MW
WSR) crossbars. Token slot arbiitration uses TD
DM
aand improves upon
u
token channel arbitration
n by dividing the
t
aarbitration waveeguide into fixeed-size, back-to
o-back slots, wiith
ddestination nodess circulating tok
kens in one-to-on
ne corresponden
nce
too slots. A limitaation of this app
proach is that a fixed time gap is
required betweeen two arbitraation slots to set up data for
f
trransmission, wh
hich reduces the available time slots to send daata.
U
UltraNoC impro
oves upon these prior works by
y utilizing a mo
ore
ppowerful concurrrent token streeam arbitration strategy, togeth
her
w
with reconfigurrable cluster prrioritization an
nd bandwidth rer
aallocation to imp
prove MWMR ph
hotonic channel utilization.

F
Figure 1: Layoutt of MWMR cro
ossbar used in UlltraNoC along with
th
he arrangement of
o cores and theirr respective gatew
way interfaces.

33. ULTRANO
OC PHOTON
NIC NOC OV
VERVIEW
33.1 Architectu
ure and Termiinology
The baseline UltraNoC archiitecture is targeeted to a 64-co
ore
C
CMP, as shown
n in figure 1.. We also exttend the baseliine
aarchitecture to a 256-core CMP
P for the purpo
oses of scalabiliity
aanalysis. Each co
ore has a privatee L1 and shared
d L2 cache, with
ha
M
MOESI protocoll to maintain cacche coherence. In
I a 64-core CM
MP,
eeach group of 8 cores has accesss to main memo
ory via a dedicatted
m
memory controlller, whereas in a 256-core CMP, each group of 16
ccores has a dediccated memory controller. A nod
de is defined as an
eentity consisting
g of one and fou
ur cores for the 64-core and 25
56ccore CMP, respeectively. Every node
n
in UltraNo
oC is attached to
oa
ggateway interfacce (GI) module that facilitates transfers betweeen
thhe CMOS electtrical layer and a photonic lay
yer (with photon
nic
w
waveguides, mod
dulators, detecto
ors, etc.). The enttire chip is divid
ded
innto four clusterss (C0, C1, C2, C3), where each cluster
c
contains 16
ccores in a 64-core CMP and 64 cores
c
in a 256-co
ore CMP.
A detailed lay
yout of the UlttraNoC architeccture is shown in

3.2 M
MWMR Concu
urrent Token S
Stream Arbitrration
In UlltraNoC all of thhe cores on a chhip are partitionned into four
clusterss (C0 – C3) annd each cluster is assigned a dedicated
arbitratiion wavelength (λ0 – λ3). Each M
MWMR waveguuide group is
dividedd into a fixed num
umber of time sloots, based on thee time taken
by light
ht to traverse thee waveguide on a die, which is 8 cycles in
our archhitecture. Thus we divide eachh MWMR wavegguide group
into 8 ttime slots. The time slots are classified into three types:
arbitrattion slot, receiiver prediction slot, and dataa slot. For
simpliccity, figure 2(a) shows an exam
mple of the disstribution of
MWMR waveguiide groups, eveen though a
time sllots across 4 M

64

To im
mprove channeel utilization, thhe cluster can transfer its
unused bandwidth to thhe next cluster, by having the last node of
the clusster inject the arbbitration waveleength of the nextt cluster into
the sam
me arbitration sslot. To simultaaneously removee and inject
arbitratiion wavelengthss at the last nodee of cluster, the arbiter uses
informaation about the ccurrent slot of thhe waveguide andd the cluster
it beloongs to. This information caan change acrooss interval
window
ws based on the ddata received froom LSWC (Secttion 3.4).
Figurre 3 illustrates aan example of bbandwidth transffer. Clusters
C0–C3 are assigned arbitration wavvelengths highliighted with
green, yyellow, blue, andd red respectively. The last node in the first
three c lusters (node166, node32, and node48) is show
wn with an
extra riing modulator tto facilitate the injection of thee arbitration
wavelenngth of the nextt cluster. For thhis example, noddes in C0 do
not neeed to transfer anny data in the ccurrent cycle. Thhen node16,
which is the last nodde in C0 removves its cluster’ss arbitration
wavelenngth (green) fr
from the arbitraation slot and injects the
arbitratiion wavelength of C1 (yellow) so that nodes inn C1 can use
this arbbitration slot for sending data in the next availabble data slot.
Figure 3 also shows coounters at nodes 16, 32, 48, andd 64 that are
used too count the arbittration wavelenggth conversions over a time
intervall. The next subseection presents ddetails about these counters.

m
minimum of 8 MWMR waveeguide groups are used in our
o
aarchitecture. In the
t arbitration slot,
s
the LSWC injects arbitration
w
wavelengths of clusters, selectiv
vely using a modulator
m
group to
ddedicate the arbitration slot to a particular clusteer. After a sending
nnode grabs an arrbitration waveleength in the arbitration slot, it geets
aaccess to the next receiver prediction slott to release the
t
ccorresponding wavelength
w
of itss receiving nodee. Subsequently, in
thhe next data slot, the sending node modulatees data on the 64
w
wavelengths in each waveguide group
g
assigned for
f data transfer.
As an examplee, suppose N1 in
n cluster C0 need
ds to send data to
N32 that has a co
orresponding recceiver prediction
n wavelength w32.
N1 first grabs arbitration
a
waveelength λ0 which is dedicated to
ccluster C0, in thee arbitration slo
ot. N1 then mod
dulates in the neext
receiver predicttion slot, such that only w32
3 (the dedicatted
w
wavelength for receiver
r
predictiion of N32) is made
m
available by
removing all the
t
wavelength
hs except w32 (using its ring
m
modulators) in th
hat receiver pred
diction slot. On the receiving end
aat N32, only the detector
d
for wav
velength w32 is switched
s
on. On
nce
w32 is detected, N32 prepares to reeceive data in th
he next data slot by
sswitching on thee remaining dettectors in that node.
n
Figure 2((b)
sshows the positiion of different slots in the MWMR
M
waveguiide
ggroup W1 at tim
me cycle 3 for th
he example in figure
fi
2(a). As our
o
aarchitecture divides each MWM
MR waveguide group
g
into 8 slo
ots,
eeach slot covers 8 nodes in a paarticular time insstance. The streaam
oof tokens on con
ncurrent slots in waveguide
w
group
ps allows multip
ple
nnodes to inject paackets simultaneeously, resulting
g in extremely high
cchannel utilization in the MW
WMR waveguidees. A round-rob
bin
aarbiter is used within each clusteer to resolve con
ntention among the
t
116 nodes in a clu
uster, and avoid starvation.
s

Figur e 3: Bandwidth transfer techniq
que: a cluster can
n transfer its
unused bandwidth to thee next cluster by absorbing its own
n arbitration
wavelen
ngth and releasingg arbitration wavvelength of next cluster.

(a)
(

3.4 Clluster Priority A
Adaptation with
h LSWC Recon
nfiguration
UltraaNoC also suupports runtimee alteration of allocated
bandwiidth to each cluuster, to closely track changing application
bandwiidth needs, by altering the nnumber of arbittration slots
dedicateed to each clusster (i.e., clusterr priority). This is essential
becausee while our baandwidth transffer technique ccan transfer
unused arbitration slotss from one clusteer to another in tthe direction
of conccurrent arbitratioon token stream fflow (e.g., C0 to C1), it lacks
the abillity to transfer bbandwidth in thee opposite directiion (e.g., C1
to C0). To overcome tthis limitation, w
we design a cluuster priority
adaptatiion mechanism to more comprrehensively mannage cluster
bandwiidth allocations over time. This mechanism allso helps to
minimizze laser power bby intelligently rreducing the totaal number of
injectedd arbitration sllots for scenarrios with low bandwidth
requirem
ments. The clustter priority adapptation techniquee consists of
three m
main steps, as discussed below:

(b)
(
F
Figure 2: (a) Timiing diagram of arrbitration in Ultra
aNoC, which shows
d
distribution of arbitration (Ai), reeceiver prediction
n (Ri)and data slo
ots
(D
Di) across four MWMR
M
waveguid
de groups (W1–W
W4); (b) distributiion
oof different slots within
w
MWMR waveguide
w
group W1
W at time cycle 3.
3

33.3 Inter-clustter Bandwidth
h Exchange
UltraNoC supp
ports inter-clustter bandwidth trransfers to furth
her
im
mprove channeel utilization an
nd overall perfformance. As an
eexample, if cluster C0 does not need
n
to transfer data,
d
it transfers its
bbandwidth to a subsequent clusster C1. Similarlly any cluster can
c
trransfer its unussed bandwidth to subsequent clusters.
c
Figure 3
ppresents an overv
view of the band
dwidth transfer technique.
t
The laast
nnode in each cluster is provision
ned with an extraa modulator thatt is
ccapable of injectting an arbitratio
on wavelength of
o the next cluster.
W
Whenever a ring
g detector of thee last node of a cluster detects its
oown arbitration wavelength,
w
and if this node doees not have data to
trransfer, this is a case where the cluster
c
has not used
u
its bandwidtth.

Step 1:: Determinationn of wavelengtth conversion ccount: Each
cluster C0 – C3 has an associated weight w0 – w3, which
determiines the proporttion of arbitration slots (and cconsequently
bandwiidth or priority)) assigned to tthe cluster. Inittially, these
At runtime,
weightss can be set too be equal, i.ee., 0.25 each. A
whenevver the last noode in a clusteer performs a wavelength
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conversion from its current cluster arbitration wavelength to the
next cluster arbitration wavelength, a counter (shown in figure 3)
is incremented. This conversion event represents the case where
an unused arbitration slot (bandwidth) is transferred from one
cluster to another. Over a time interval T, the recorded wavelength
conversion counts WCC0 – WCC3 from each cluster are then used
to determine unused bandwidth of each cluster.

combines 4 benchmarks, and the memory intensity of the
workloads varies across the spectrum, from compute intensive to
memory intensive. As an example, the SC-BT-BS-VI workload
combines parallelized implementations of Streamclusters (SC),
Bodytrack (BT), Blackscholes (BS) and Vips (VI), and executes
them in clusters C0, C1, C2, and C3, respectively. Each parallelized
benchmark is executed on a group of 16 cores and 64 cores, in the
64-core and 256-core CMP platforms, respectively. Full-system
simulation of parallelized PARSEC benchmarks using gem5 [25]
was used to generate traces that were fed into our cycle-accurate
network simulator. We set a “warm-up” period of 100M
instructions and captured traces for 1B instructions.

Step 2: Calculation of excess arbitration slots: The wavelength
conversion count values of different clusters show the aggregated
number of excess arbitration slots, which includes excess
arbitration slots of the present cluster along with the excess
arbitration slots of predecessor clusters. Therefore the excess
arbitration slots for the ith cluster (ESi) are calculated using
equation (1) shown below, by subtracting the cluster wavelength
conversion count of the predecessor cluster (WCCi-1) from the
wavelength conversion count of the cluster under consideration
(WCCi). ESi values can also be negative, when a cluster consumes
a greater number of arbitration slots (made available by
predecessor clusters) than its allocated arbitration slots. Such a
cluster has a deficit of arbitration slots.
WCC ,
i=0
(1)
ES =
WCC − WCC , i > 0
Step 3: Setting new weight (priority) for each cluster: Based on
the estimation of excesses and deficits in arbitration slots assigned
across clusters, this final step attempts to adjust weight values of
each cluster to eliminate the excesses and deficits. To determine
the new weight of the ith cluster wi(next) for the upcoming time
interval, we must subtract the excess weight EWi of the cluster
from its current weight wi(current). We can calculate EWi by
dividing the excess arbitration slots of the ith cluster (ESi),
calculated in equation (1), by the total number of arbitration slots
released in the time interval T, which we denote as K. The
equations below show these calculations:
EWi=ESi / K
(2)
wi(next) = wi(current) – EWi
(3)
Based on the values of the new weights, the LSWC changes the
distribution of arbitration wavelengths injected for the next time
interval T, such that a cluster with a higher weight will receive
more arbitration wavelengths, and has more opportunities to use
the waveguides for data transfer. The weight values are also
communicated to all clusters, so that arbiters can adjust their local
counters to match the new arbitration slot profile in waveguides.

Table 1: Memory intensity classification of PARSEC benchmarks
Application
Blackscholes
Bodytrack
Vips
Dedup
Freqmine
Ferret
Fluidanimate
X264
Streamclusters
Canneal
Facesim
Swaptions

Representation
BS
BT
VI
DU
FQ
FR
FA
X264
SC
CA
FS
SW

Workload Type
Compute intensive
Compute intensive
Compute intensive
Compute intensive
Hybrid
Hybrid
Hybrid
Hybrid
Memory intensive
Memory intensive
Memory intensive
Memory intensive

We targeted 32nm and 22nm process technologies for the 64core and 256-core CMPs, respectively. Based on the geometric
calculation of the waveguides for a 20mm×20mm chip dimension,
we estimated the time needed for light to travel from the first to
the last node in a single pass of the MWMR waveguide group in
UltraNoC as 8 cycles at 5 GHz clock frequency. The same clock
and 8 cycle round trip time is also applicable to the waveguides in
the Flexishare and Corona photonic crossbar NoCs. Throughout
our analysis we use a flit size of 64 bits for EMesh and a total
packet size of 512 bits for all photonic NoC architectures. We
consider data modulation at both clock edges to enable
simultaneous transfer of 512 bits in a single cycle, in the
UltraNoC, Flexishare, and Corona architectures.
The static and dynamic energy consumption of electrical
routers is based on results obtained from the open-source DSENT
tool. Energy consumption of various photonic components for all
the photonic NoC architectures are adopted from photonic device
characterizations in line with state-of-the-art proposals [19], [23]
and shown in Table 2. Here Edynamic is the energy/bit for
modulators and photodetectors and Elogic−dyn is the energy/bit for
the driver circuits of modulators and photodetectors. PMWMR and
PMWSR are the static power consumption of an MWMR and an
MWSR waveguide group, respectively which includes the power
overhead of ring resonator thermal tuning. We consider a ring
heating power of 15 µW per ring and detector responsivity of 0.8
A/W [19]. To compute laser power consumption, we calculated
photonic loss in components, which sets the photonic laser power
budget and correspondingly the electrical laser power.
Finally, based on our gate-level analysis, area overhead due to
electrical circuitry (e.g., adders, multipliers) in LSWC is estimated
to be 0.011mm2 at 32nm. We set the reconfiguration delay
overhead in UltraNoC to be 20 cycles to account for the time to
transfer wavelength conversion counter values from each cluster
to LSWC, time to determine new priority weights of each cluster,
and to update these values in arbiters in each cluster. We set
reconfiguration time interval window size in UltraNoC to 300
cycles, to balance reconfiguration overhead and performance.

4. EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Experimental Setup
To evaluate our proposed UltraNoC architecture, we compared
it to an electrical mesh (EMesh) based NoC as well as to two stateof-the-art photonic crossbar NoCs that use smart arbitration
techniques: Flexishare with token stream arbitration [10] and
Corona with an enhanced token-slot arbitration [22]. We modeled
and simulated the architectures at a cycle-accurate granularity with
a SystemC-based NoC simulator, for two CMP platform
complexities: 64-core and 256-core. We used the PARSEC
benchmark suite [16] to create multi-application workloads, with
clusters running parallelized versions of different benchmarks.
Table 1 shows the PARSEC benchmarks we considered,
classified into three categories according to their memory
intensities. Compute intensive benchmarks spend most of the time
computing and less time communicating with memory; whereas
memory intensive applications spend a larger portion of their
execution time communicating with memory and less time
computing within cores. Hybrid intensity benchmarks demonstrate
both compute and memory intensive phases. We created 12 multiapplication workloads from these benchmarks. Each workload
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improvee the average ppacket latency in UltraNoC, aas shown in
Figure 4(b), by reducinng the time spennt waiting for aaccess to the
photoniic waveguides. O
On average UltrraNoC-8 has 17%
%, 32% and
47% annd UltraNoC-166 has 25%, 40%
% and 51% low
wer average
packet ddelay over Flexiishare, Corona aand EMesh, resppectively for
the diffferent multi-appllication workloaads.

Table 2: Energy
E
and lossess for photonic dev
vices [19], [23]
Energy con
nsumption type
Edynamic
Elogic−dyn
Static power peer waveguide group
PMWMR (with 68 DWDM)
D
PMWMR (with 64 DWDM)
D
PMWSR (with 64 DWDM)
D
Photon
nic loss type
Microring throug
gh
Waveguide propaagation per cm
Waveguide coup
pler/splitter
Waveguide bend
ding loss

Energy
0.42 pJ/bit
0.18 pJ/bit
Power
3.86 W
3.73 W
2.35 W
Lo
oss (in dB)
0.02
1
0.5
0.0
005 per 900

44.2 Experimen
ntal Results
Our experimen
nts target a 64-core CMP platfform and compaare
nnetwork through
hput, average packet
p
latency, and energy-dellay
pproduct (EDP) of
o UltraNoC with the electricaal mesh (EMesh
h),
F
Flexishare with token stream arbitration
a
[10], and Corona wiith
tooken-slot arbitrration [22]. Wee consider two
o variants of our
o
aarchitecture: UlttraNoC-8 which
h uses 8 waveg
guide groups and
a
U
UltraNoC-16 wh
hich uses 16 waaveguide groupss. Figures 4(a)-((c)
sshow the resultss of this study, with all resultss normalized wiith
respect to the EM
Mesh results. Frrom the throughp
put comparison in
F
Figure 4(a), it caan be observed that,
t
not surprisiingly, all photon
nic
N
NoCs provide beetter throughput than EMesh, du
ue to the presen
nce
oof higher bandw
width photonic links.
l
UltraNoC
C with 8 MWM
MR
w
waveguide group
ps (UltraNoC-8)) has nearly 3× greater
g
throughp
put
ccompared to Fllexishare, with the same num
mber of MWM
MR
w
waveguides. Eveen though Flex
xishare uses MW
WMR waveguid
des
aand time division
n multiplexing (TDM) as in UlltraNoC, there are
a
ssignificant differences between th
he architectures..
In Flexishare, arbitration waveelengths correspo
onding to MWM
MR
ddata waveguidees are injected
d serially into
o the arbitration
w
waveguide and a node that grabs
g
a token in the arbitration
w
waveguide gets exclusive accesss to the corressponding MWM
MR
ddata waveguidee; whereas in UltraNoC, mu
ultiple arbitratio
on,
reservation and data
d slots are avaailable concurren
ntly in an MWM
MR
w
waveguide, such
h that each MW
WMR waveguidee can be accesssed
ssimultaneously by
b multiple nod
des. Moreover, unlike UltraNo
oC,
F
Flexishare doess not supportt priority reconfiguration and
a
bbandwidth exchaange mechanisms.
UltraNoC-8 allso provides hig
gher throughput than Corona. Th
his
iss because of instances in Coro
ona, where multtiple sender nod
des
aattempt to comm
municate with a single
s
receiver node
n
(e.g., memo
ory
ccontroller). Such
h instances resultt in the sender no
odes attempting to
aaccess the singlee MWSR waveeguide connected to the receiver,
ccreating a signifiicant imbalance among MWSR waveguides, wiith
thhe other waveeguides being underutilized
u
while
w
packets get
g
qqueued waiting for the waveg
guide connected
d to the receiver.
U
UltraNoC avoidss such an imbalaance with its usee of more efficieent
M
MWMR wavegu
uides and improv
ved arbitration.
The UltraNoC configuratio
on with 16 waveguide
w
grou
ups
(UltraNoC-16) with
w approximateely twice the pho
otonic hardware of
U
UltraNoC-8 pro
ovides even beetter throughputt than the oth
her
aarchitectures. On
n average Ultra
aNoC-8 has 2.8×
×, 1.6×, and 3.8×
hhigher throughpu
uts compared to
o Flexishare, Co
orona and EMessh,
respectively. UlltraNoC-16 hass 5.3×, 3.2×, and 7.7× high
her
mpared to Flexishare, Coro
ona and EMessh,
thhroughputs com
respectively. Thee improvement is somewhat hiigher for memo
ory
oads than for co
ompute intensiv
ve workloads. The
T
inntensive worklo
laarge throughpu
ut improvemen
nt for UltraN
NoC is a direect
cconsequence of avoiding unused
d bandwidth by
y transferring it to
ccores that need it the most, using
u
the bandw
width transfer and
a
ppriority alteration
n mechanisms att runtime. Thesee mechanisms allso

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 44: (a) throughputt (b) latency (c) E
EDP comparison oof UltraNoC8 and U
UltraNoC-16 wiith other architeectures for a 644-core CMP.
Results are normalized w
wrt EMesh.

Figurre 4(c) shows thhe energy-delay product (EDP) comparison
betweenn the architectuures. It can be observed that on average
UltraNo
NoC-8 has 90%, 70% and 10%
% lower EDP ccompared to
Coronaa, EMesh, and Fllexishare respecttively. Further U
UltraNoC-16
has 79%
% and 45% low
wer EDP compaared to Corona aand EMesh.
Most off the energy in tthe photonic arcchitectures was cconsumed in
the form
m of static energgy. A comparisoon of the photonnic hardware
betweenn the network aarchitectures (deetailed results foor modulator
and dettector ring counnts are omitted ddue to lack of sppace) shows
that Ul
UltraNoC-8 and UltraNoC-16 have 75% andd 50% less
photoniic hardware com
mpared to Coroona but UltraN
NoC-16 uses
more hhardware than Fllexishare. This explains why U
UltraNoC-16
has a hhigher EDP thaan Flexishare, bbecause UltraN
NoC-16 uses
more phhotonic hardwarre (and thus connsumes more sttatic energy)
than F
Flexishare, evenn though the average packett delay for
UltraNo
NoC-16 is lower tthan Flexishare.
Our ffinal set of expperiments explores architecturee scalability.
We connsidered a largerr 256-core CMP
P platform by inncreasing the
core cooncentration in each tile to four to enable hiigher traffic
injectioon into the netwoork for this scallability study. W
We evaluated
NoC thr
hroughput, average packet latenccy, and EDP for all photonic
NoCs. In addition too UltraNoC-8 andUltaNoC-166, we also
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cconsidered Ultra
aNoC-32, a varriant of our arcchitecture with 32
w
waveguide grou
ups. Figures 5(aa)-(c) show thee results of theese
eexperiments. Fro
om the throughp
put results it can
n also be inferrred
thhat on average UltraNoC-8 hass 3×, 2.8× and 2.6×,
2
UltraNoC-16
hhas 5.7×, 5.3× an
nd 5.7×, and UlltraNoC-32 has 9.8×, 9× and 9.7
7×
ggreater throughp
put compared to
o EMesh, Coron
na and Flexisharre.
T
The improvemen
nts in throughput for UltraNoC
C over Flexishaare
aand Corona are even
e
better for th
he 256-core CM
MP, than in the 646
ccore CMP case. From
F
figure 5(b)), it can be seen that on an averaage
U
UltraNoC-8 has 23%, 25% and 48%,
4
UltraNoC--16 has 29%, 30
0%
aand 53% and UlttraNoC-32 has 34%,
3
36% and 55%
5
lower laten
ncy
ccompared to Corona,
C
Flexish
hare and EM
Mesh architecturres
respectively. Fiinally, Figure 5(c) shows that
t
on averaage
U
UltraNoC-8 has 88%, 87% and 20% lower EDP
E
compared to
E
EMesh, Corona and
a Flexishare respectively.
r
Furrther UltraNoC-16
hhas 77% and 73
3% and UltraN
NoC-32 has 55%
% and 51% low
wer
eenergy delay product comp
pared to EMeesh and Coro
ona
respectively. Th
he lower EDP
P of Flexishaare compared to
U
UltraNoC-16 an
nd UltraNoC-32
2 is due to thee lower photon
nic
hhardware used in
n Flexishare, which lowers its po
ower footprint, but
b
aalso reduces its th
hroughput and in
ncreases its laten
ncy.

5. CO NCLUSION
NS
In tthis work we presented the UltraNoC phootonic NoC
architeccture that featurres improved chhannel sharing aamong cores
by usinng an aggressivee concurrent tokken stream-basedd arbitration
strategyy. UltraNoC aalso supports thhe ability to ddynamically
transferr bandwidth beetween clusters of cores and re-prioritize
multiplee co-running aapplications to further improove channel
utilizatiion and adapt to time-varying application pperformance
goals. U
UltraNoC improves throughput bby up to 9.8×, laatency by up
to 55% and EDP by up to 90% over traaditional electrical and stateNoC architecturres with the best-known
of-the-aart photonic N
arbitratiion mechanismss. UltraNoC alsoo scales well witth increasing
core couunts on a chip.
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